THE LOCKING, COLLECTOR AND SUPPORT RAILS ARE MOORFRAME.

LOCKER/BASKET SUPPORT RAIL

COLLECTOR RAIL

POLYCORE CABLE

MCO HOISTING ASSEMBLY

14'-0" [4267] MINIMUM
16'-0" [4877] PREFERRED
LOCKER/BASKET IN LOWERED POSITION

LOCKING RAIL

SINGLE PEDESTAL LOCKING RAIL SUPPORT UNIT AT 6'-0" MAX. CENTERS

DOUBLE PEDESTAL LOCKING RAIL SUPPORT UNIT AT 6'-0" MAX. CENTERS

BENCH HOLD DOWN CLIPS

ALUMIBENCH

STUD ANCHOR (HILTI KWIK BOLT OR EQUAL)

FINISHED FLOOR

4'-7-3/4" [1416]

LOCKER/BASKET IN LOWERED POSITION

1'-0" [305]

1'-0" [305]

1'-0" [305]

1'-0" [305]

2'-0" [610]

2'-0" [610]

2'-0" [610]

2'-0" [610]